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After being repeatedly conked over the head by Orwell and Ibsen in the last few days—albeit brilliantly—it was a

refreshing twist on classic morality tales to just enjoy a fun evening out where neither totalitarianism nor syphilis was

the subject of the cautionary message.

That doesn’t say there aren’t social issues addressed in The Secret World of Archy & Mehitabel, now world premiering

at the Whitefire, only that it doesn’t make one leave the theatre wondering if our species has managed to totally

destroy the planet earth with little hope for survival.

Newspaper columnist Don Marquis crafted a far gentler devise to make his readers think about the future in the early

20th century, speaking his mind about the human condition through stories supposedly conceived by Archy, a failed

poet now reincarnated as a cockroach, who at Marquis' desk in the dead of night types his thoughts about the world

from his unique view from the “Underside."

Although at first a naturally adversarial relationship, Archy befriends Mehitabel, a sweetly randy former society cat

down on her luck, now reduced to check out the tasty garbage can smorgasbord in the alleys of New York with as

much dignity as she can muster.

Actor/writer Dan Gilvezan (who also appears onstage as Archy) has done us all a service by introducing folks of

several different generations to Marquis’ once highly popular fantasy offspring by adapting some of his most



charmingly inventive and surprising topical 100-plus-year-old yarns for the stage, choosing an eclectic collection of

Marquis’ most enchanted denizens of the Underside to depict and, in collaboration with director Moosie Drier, inventing

clever ways for uninhibited two-legged creatures to turn them into characters that would be a joy for any actor to tackle.

On a nearly bare stage—occupied by The Boss’ desk (a character representing Marquis himself played by the rubber-

faced Bill Chott), several wooden black cubes reminiscent of every acting workshop from the beginning of time, and

Nick Foran’s colorful rear productions depicting the Manhattan skyline—a totally game and unselfconscious cast

makes the Whitefire light up with childlike wonder.

Although the acting styles could be a tad more consistent, every one of the ensemble members is a standout in some

way, especially Kelly Stables and Richard Horovitz playing a multitude of lower-species creatures from may flies and

bull frogs to moths and spiders. Their balls-out comedic skills reminded me of watching the resident clowns who with

great abandon brought the old Pee-Wee’s Playhouse to such gloriously entertaining life.

Still, the true heart of this production is the hilarious. indelibly imaginative turn by Carolyn Hennesy as Mehitabel,

whose first long-awaited spotlighted star entrance, accompanied by thunderous applause (the flashing sign tells us to),

could rival anything once assayed by Loretta Young. Henessey is both outrageously funny and heartbreakingly

poignant as the pampered and perpetually horny feline abandoned to the streets after attacking her family’s new dog.

It’s always a pleasure and a privilege to see Hennesy return to her theatrical roots on the LA stage after making the

schedule-sucking transition to beloved Daytime Emmy-nominated TV star.

Even as someone raised in the 1950s, Marquis’ characters and the days of their lives are new to me. I vaguely

remember Archy, Mehitabel, and their Underside friends from my childhood, but only as cartoon drawings, possibly

from one of the many books in my mother’s collection. As I watched it all unfold, I couldn’t help but envision how these

fanciful stories must have been received by 1920-ish audiences, many of whom considered Marquis a second Mark

Twain and the era’s preeminent humorist.

Gilvezan and his collaborators have something here. The Secret World of Archy & Mehitabel deserves a not-so secret

future that includes access for kids of all ages. If some of the material seems a bit too adult for young audiences, never

fear. Just as the aforementioned Pee-Wee’s Playhouse did for Saturday morning television viewers in the early 80s,

the suggestive stuff will go directly over the kiddies’ heads while their parents can sit there and enjoy the in-jokes in

delighted silence.

I already stop to greet and initiate conversation with every cat and dog I encounter but now, thanks to Archy &

Mehitabel, I might just give a nod and wish the next cockroach I encounter a nice day.
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